Rainbow / Malibu Blend I

NEW YORK GREY - LARGE & SMALL BLEND - SANDSTONE DYE

MALIBU BLEND I - SANDSTONE DYE

LARGE NEW YORK GREY - SANDSTONE DYE

New York Grey Large & Small Blend / New York Grey Large
PRAIRIE SAND

BLENDED III - SANDSTONE DYE

ADOBE - PEWTER DYE

PEARL

Adobe (Pewter Dye) / Pearl
GREY COLORS

REBEL GREY

DUSK

ECLIPSE

MISTY

Rebel Grey / Eclipse

Dusk / Misty
GREY COLORS

OKLAHOMA RAINBOW

MALIBU BLEND II

BLEND I

PLUM

Oklahoma Rainbow / Blend I

Malibu Blend I / Plum
RED COLORS

Coral Reef Plum

BLUSH II

BLUSH

BLACK CHERRY

Coral Reef Plum / Blush

Blush II / Black Cherry
Sea Glass Colors

Clear
Honey
Topaz
Peridot
Aqua
Jade
Blend
Lavender
Turquoise
Rose
Sapphire

WASHINGTON NATURAL WITH SEA GLASS

ROAN RIVER WITH SEA GLASS
Glass Bead Colors

- Tea
- Dark Amber
- Red
- Amber
- Yellow
- Green
- Spearmint
- Teal
- Light Blue
- Dark Blue
- Purple
- Black

DRIFTWOOD GREEN GLASS

PEARL SPEARMINT GLASS
Triad Glass Options

Rainbow Purple Glass / Driftwood Light Blue Glass

Apache Red Glass / Adobe Amber Glass
Custom Triad Aggregate Color Blends
Pool Interior Finishes

- BRITE WHITE
- HOLLISTON
- RIVIERA
- EBONY BLACK
Tri-Roc pebble finishes are created by adding natural, rounded river stones with unique color blends. This provides an elegant assortment of options when selecting the pool's interior surface.

**TRI-ROC COLORS**

Tri-Roc pebble finishes are created by adding natural, rounded river stones with unique color blends. This provides an elegant assortment of options when selecting the pool’s interior surface.

**CRYSTALINE COLORS**

Crystaline premium finishes add a touch of color to our Tri-Roc by adding colored glass with the pebble blends. A variety of glass colors are available to complement any style or color scheme for your pool.
GLO-STONES

Take your pool to the next level by adding Glo-Stones to your Tri-Roc selection. The Glo-Stones absorb energy from the sun during daylight hours and use that stored energy to emit a glowing light for the nighttime hours.

SEA SHELLS

Adding crushed sea shells to your Tri-Roc pebble finish introduces a beautiful beach element to your project. The shells are crushed to a small size to reduce sharp edges and provide a unique accent to the pool interior.
Natural Stone Waterfalls

Natural Stone Waterfalls
Stucco Finish with Veneered Side Walls

Stone Veneer with Bluestone Cap

Recessed Firepit with Techo-Bloc Cap

Free Standing Fire Pit Techo-Bloc Cap

Techo-Bloc Firepit with Seating Bench

Techo-Bloc Firepit
Fireplace with Techo-Bloc Walls

Custom Grill / Outdoor Kitchen

Fireplace with Raised Seating Area

Custom Grill / Outdoor Kitchen
Perfect Trac Cut (with vacuum)

Traditional Concrete Cut
**Poured Cap with Aggregate**

- Cantilever Form
- 1/4" Edge on Cap and Decking
- 12" Cap
- Steel Mat
- #3 Rebar
- Foam
- Nail
- 6 mil Plastic to rest on top of 10" gunite beam between cement and beam
- 10" Gunite Beam
- Decking
- Tie the Steel Mat to the #3 Rebar. Tie it in 2 places

**Aggregate Cap with Pavers**

- Cantilever Form
- 1/4" Edge on Cap and Decking
- 12" Cap
- Steel Mat
- #3 Rebar
- Bender

1. #3 Rebar to be installed every 12" along perimeter of cap.
2. #3 Rebar to run 12"-18" through form and into decking to lock the two together

**Vinyl Liner Poured Cantilever Cap**

- Cantilever Form
- 1/4" Edge on Cap and Decking
- 12" Cap
- Steel Mat
- #3 Rebar
- Bender & Tie Wire

1. #3 Rebar to be installed every 12" along perimeter of cap.
2. #3 Rebar to run 12"-18" through form and into decking to lock the two together
CANTILEVER OPTIONS

Regular Cantilever  Capstone Cantilever  MC300 Cantilever

DECK-O-SEAL - PROCESS

Foam Expansion Joint  Removing Top of Expansion Joint
Level Joint with Sand  Fill Joint with Deck-o-Seal
Grey Deck-o-Seal  Tan Deck-o-Seal
Kool Deck

Kool Deck produces a “Dash Finish” that is ideal for residential and commercial swimming pool decks. Kool Deck is noticeably cooler than broom finish concrete. When applied properly, Kool Deck retains a non-skid quality even when wet.